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feel the effect of increased aridity. The springs in the desert dry up,
grass for pasturage is unusually scanty, and the nomads are forced to seek
new pastures. Many of the barbarian invasions of Europe during the
early part of the Christian Era appear to have been due in part to increas-
ing aridity. Finally, in the seventh century, the greatest of all outpourings
from the desert occurred just at the time when the trees, the lakes, and
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the ruins indicate that the
climate of subtropical and
desert regions was driest.
Under'the influence of the
Mohammedan religion the
Arabs surged out and over-
whelmed all the surround-
ing regions. Their new re-
ligion kept them together
and guided them, and the
dryness of the desert ap-
parently made them ready
for a migration.
A—Ancient Maya Stele, Stone Pillars Covered with
Hieroglyphics in a Dense Tropical -Forest at Quirigua
in Guatemala. One of the. amazing things indicated
by these ruins is that the ancient Mayas were able
to cultivate the land profitably for long-periods in
regions where this is now almost impossible.
(3) How Human "Energy
Varies. We have already
seen that variations in the
weather from day to day
are one of the greatest stimu-
lants to human activity. Ap-
parently the part of climatic
cycles which has abundant
rain in subtropical climates
has many more storms and
much more variable weather
than the dry part of the
cycle. Therefore the wet
part is stimulating and peo-
ple have much energy. This
seems to be one of the rea-
sons why the people of Greece, Palestine, Egypt, Mesopotamia, and
Persia were more energetic in the past than at present. In those days
they apparently had somewhat the same kind of climatic stimulus as the
people of the United States and northwestern Europe now profit by.
Athens probably had a climate as healthful and stimulating as that of
New York. It was too hot in summer just as New York is too cold in
winter, but the net effect of all the seasons appears to have been excellent

